










◎ Research 1 University
○ Supports ~5,000 faculty on 7 campuses with 
approximately 100,000 students annually 
◎ Currently 3 Science Branch Libraries
○ Sciences (Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, 
Astronomy, and Informatics)
○ Optometry
○ Life Sciences (Biology, Botany, Nursing, etc.) ◎ Recent Closure of Swain Library
○ Former home of Physics, Astronomy, & Mathematics     
collections
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Science @ IUB--Branch Closures 
◎ Cyclotron Library--2005
◎ Geography & Map Library--2013
◎ Geosciences--2015
◎ HPER (Public Health) --2015
◎ Swain Hall Library (Astronomy, Physics, & 
Math)--2016
Similar stories at other Big 10 schools.
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Subjects in the IUB Sciences Library
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Auxiliary Library Facility (ALF)
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◎ IU built (ALF) to store print items for the 
past decade 
◎ Current IU collections contain over 10 
million items 
○ ⅓ of collections are stored at ALF◎ ALF also began recently 
including Shared Repository 
storage from the Big 10 
Academic Alliance (BTAA)
○ Collections stored in Indiana are 
owned by  broader community
2.
ALF Data























IU’s Head of Preservation was able to identify 5500 
monographs published with call numbers Q, R, S, T, 
published before 1821.  Of those, 250 were held by five 
or fewer US libraries.




2008 Collections Study--Circulation 




◎ Evaluated records created 
5 years before the study 
(2003) to determine use 
and collecting trends 
(publishers, publication 
date, and subject)
◎ Analysis of Swain Hall 
collection (now in 
Sciences), but determined 




◎ Almost all books purchased in 2003 were 
used
◎ Acquired books had good balance of 
subjects
◎ Too many unused books were purchased 
from certain publishers 
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2008 Collections Study--Implementation & Next Steps
◎ Discontinued print Institute of Physics (IOP) 
conference proceedings from approval 
plan
◎ Selective choices made from publishers 
who specialize in areas less frequented by 
patrons
◎ Future plans to follow up with the study
○ Focusing on Sciences Library collections and 
records created in 2014
○ Considerations also include new publishers, like    
IGI Global





Head, ALF Management Services
Elise Calvi (GreenGlass)
Head, General Preservation and Conservation Services
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Thanks!
Any questions?
Bob Noel
rnoel@indiana.edu
Amy Minix
alminix@iu.edu
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